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Lessons for~structors 

Working with Assault Survivors
 
By Melissa Soalt 

w instructors aretrained to dealwith the 

aftermath of trauma. Yet for every four or ~fivewomenin a class, it is likelythat at least 
onehas been victimized. 

Some women come to martial arts 

training for deep-seated reasons, such as 

healing from past assaults. For survivors of 

sexual violence or abuse,training can playa 

vital role in recovery. Good training not only 
provides the physical and psychological 
skills to prevent re-victimization, but sur
vivors who undergo self-defense training 

report decreased panic, hyper-vigilance, 

and anxiety, common to post traumatic 

stress. As a veteran women's self-defense 
trainer in scenario-based methods and a 
former psychotherapist, I have witnessed 
thesecurative powers countless times. 

But training can also pose risks, 

especially when classes involve close body 

contact or simulated verbal and physical 

attack.Thesepowerful methods can tr igger 
painful memories and re-stimulate trauma, 
in some cases resulting in re-victimiza
tion-or lawsuits. In one case where I was 

consulted, a woman sued her martial arts 

instructor claiming that the casual manner 

in which he taught rape defense and role

played a harasser left her feeling violated 
and re-traumatized. 

What follows are basic guidelines to 
help you increase your student's potential 
for healing: 

Get to know your students . When a 

student enrolls, have a sit-down interview. 

Ask about goals, hopes, fears, and 
backgrounds. The simple question "What 
motivated you to seek out training?" can 
invite a student to share an assault history. 
But remember, all information must be 

confidential, and this should be stated up 

front. A relationship built on empathy, trust, 

and safety is essential. If a student has an 

assault history,ask,"How can I best support 
you?"Make sure she understands how and 
what you teach. Does your class involve 

grabbing or grappling? Will she be able to 
sit out if something feelsuncomfortable? 

Payattention to signs of distresssuch as 
shaking, trembling, or recoiling from 
contact. When an aikido student began 

crying while training for multiple attackers, 

the instructor discovered she had been 

raped by four men. Structured training 

sessions, aided by senior students, 
successfully helped her through this ordeal. 

Educate yourself. Increase your aware
ness and knowledge of sexual assault. If you 

use padded attackers,you and your team 

must know how to judge appropriate levels 

of intensity and know what to do if a 

student has flashbacks, becomes 
disoriented, or breaks down. Instructing 
involves a balance of challenge and 
support. Due to trauma, survivors often 

have far less internal shock absorption. 

While recreating an assault or pushing a 

survivor through her fear can provide a 
unique opportunity for reclaiming power, 
reopening wounds also invitesfeelings that 
can become overwhelming. There's little 
room for trial and error. 

Avoid surprises. If you know that a 

student was raped or choked and you'll be 

covering rape defense or chokes the 
following week,alert her in advance so she 
can prepare herself. 

Generatedialogue about fear.Group dis

cussion about dealing with fear, which is 

key to effective self-defense, helps victims 
of violence feel less isolated and more 
connected to a larger community where 
everyone is working on overcom ing 

obstacles.Sharing feelings and experiences 

can help women feel safer and creates a 

meaningful forum for borrowing and 
loaning strength. 

Encourage survivors to use their voice. 
Good strong yells can unlock power frozen 
by fear, galvanize one's focus, and ignite 

fighting spirit. 

Teachand maintain clear boundaries. In 

every assault, boundaries are violated, 
especially when women have suffered 
chronic abuse or were victimized by 
trusted individuals. Consequently, teach
ing assault survivors to set and defend 

boundaries is crucial. But it's equally 

important that your boundaries are clear. 

For example, using "bad guy" role-plays 
can blur the line between caring instructor 
and mock harasser/assailant. Since this 
dual role may be all too familiar or 
confusing to a survivor, have a female 

instructor act as supportive coach while 

you enact the aggressor.Similarly, if you're 

big-hearted, resist the temptation to 
rescue her or "take her pain away." Main
taining clear, consistent, and professional 
boundaries allows your student to remain 

focused on herself. 

Reserve the right not to teach an 

individual who you perceive as too un

stable or vulnerable, or who you simply 
don't feel equipped to handle. Recovery 
happens in stages.If trauma isfresh,training 
may be more appropriate later on. 

Develop an alliance with a clinician ex

perienced in working with survivors who 

you canconsult with and learnfrom.Thiswill 

alsostrengthen your school's reputation. 
While the road to recovery may be long 

and arduous, never underestimate a sur
vivor's will to succeed. • 
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